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The ANC’s election manifesto has come and gone with neither a whimper nor a sigh; a
lacklustre middle of the road document that is unlikely to set anything on fire.
It is perhaps typical of the cautious testing of the waters that has marked every step of
Ramaphosa’s “New Dawn” which has been anything but that leaving critics of the 25-year ANC
kleptocracy concerned that the “timid” president’s fear of further fracturing his internally-riven
party has left it bereft of any inspiration to lead the country out of the economic mess that has
become the defining legacy of the Zuma years.
We might, however, take heart in the cautious language with which the land issue is couched,
perhaps suggesting that Ramaphosa has heeded the warnings of overseas investors that until
certainty can be created that genuine property rights will continue to be upheld, there can be
little hope of long-term money entering the country and with that, little hope of a sustained
economic recovery. But what about those comments about the Reserve Bank needing to
amend its focus and what about that investigation into prescribed assets of institutions.
Hopefully the latter will not see organisations like the public servants pension funds being
forced to invest only in RSA bonds, a measure which cost them dearly in the apartheid era.
Our own issues are, however, unlikely to have any major bearing since Wall Street is almost
certainly telegraphing the end of the USA economic recovery and, indeed, the World Bank is
now signalling the probability of a world recession in 2020 as a direct consequence of Donald
Trump’s trade wars which, like the Smoot Hawley affair that probably brought about the Great
Depression of the 1930s, will inevitably have a global impact aggravated by Britain’s Brexit
catastrophe whose fate is likely being played out this week.
So let us begin this month with some long- range analyses starting with Wall Street’s most
representative S&P500 Index projected from 2008 into the end of 2021.The green line
represents the longest boom phase in US economic history—something you can achieve when
your central bank is the reserve banker to the whole of planet earth and likely to be the last one
in US control because the International Monetary Fund will probably move its headquarters to
Beijing within the next decade.
Nevertheless it is interesting that ShareFinder senses that this supercycle will turn negative
between April and May this year but will revert to an upward trend from July 2020. In other
words, ShareFinder’s artificial intelligence system does not predict a prolonged US bear
market. However, though the major cycle is set to recover in 2020, ShareFinder’s medium-term
projection in red does not sense a share market recovery trend before October 2021.

Happily, ShareFinder’s long-range projection for the JSE All Share Index is rather more
optimistic with the orange medium-term projection sensing that the index will be bottoming by
early October this year with the long term (green) cycle turning upwards in harmony with it by
December this year:

To make that graph clearer, I have next blown it up to cover only the period since the JSE was
overtaken by strong bear pressure from last August until July 2020:

More importantly for followers of this column, the ShareFinder Blue Chip Index senses that the
bear market is already over insofar as our topmost quality shares are concerned although the
green long-term cycle is likely to remain in a weak phase well into 2020. Here it is important to
note that ShareFinder’s projections are most accurate in respect of timing and market direction
but the magnitude of the movements can be misleading. Thus, for the example, though the
ShareFinder graph below suggests that the recovery trend will not see the market surpassing
the peaks of January last year during the course of this year, this might not be a correct view:

Turning to market sectors, it is interesting to note that ShareFinder senses some extraordinary
volatility in platinum mining shares:

And even more in gold mining:

The property sector also appears to have bottomed out on mouth-watering historic dividend
yields in excess of 10%. But though short-term recovery is predicted until mid-April,
ShareFinder thinks the sector will continue declining until years end:

JSE Industrials which are the proxy of a large selection of mid-caps, have been on their way
down since December 2017 but also appear to have bottomed in October. However, the current recovery looks likely to be over by the end of February with a downward trend likely from
then until early August:

Overall then it seems that a cross section of JSE sectors, without any particular group speciality, are coming off the bottom but with no fireworks envisaged in the coming year. That, if you
think about it, is in keeping with the uncertainty of the era. The JSE top50 companies are reportedly sitting on cash reserves of more than R1.5-trillion which is simply earning interest rather that going into speculative expansion.
So it comes down to sentiment. With overseas markets troubled by political issues, a Ramaphosa government potentially has its best shot possible of drawing in money from overseas
and of tempting local business to start actively using its accumulated funds provided he is able
to re-ignite optimism. It’s a big if, but it is possible!

The Prospects Portfolio

Our original investment of R1-million seven years ago has swelled to R3.7 million implying a
compound annual average growth rate of 18.7 percent since inception, a rate that implies the
portfolio should exceed the R10-million mark at the end of the next seven-year period. The historic graph is pretty impressive:

In December I still had two shares on my buying list, Mondi and Discovery and I am getting a
little impatient that the latter is showing no signs of retreating to my expected 136 in February
and ShareFinder projecting that 150 is now the lowest attainable and so I will wait. My graph
below shows what ShareFinder predicts will happen to Discovery shares in the coming
months:

In December I predicted that Mondi Ltd shares would come into my buying range in March, so
below I have published the latest graph projection:

As you see, ShareFinder projects that the shares will touch 300 later this month and again in
February and so my buying points could be imminent.
In the following pages we publish lists of the world’s top-performing shares which, we submit, should form the bulk
of your investment portfolios in their respective countries or as suggested replacements for any in your portfolios
that are achieving lesser growth rates than the ShareFinder Blue Chip average growth rates which head the lists.
The shares listed in the first block of each list have been selected because of their investment grade quality, their
very high dividend growth rates and superior investment safety. The second block of ten offers significantly higher
dividend growth rates but at the price of a greater degree of investment risk.
The shares listed in the third block have been selected because of their investment grade quality and their very
high price growth rates. These offer superior investment safety.
Those in the fourth block generally offer significantly higher price growth rates but at the price of a greater degree
of investment risk:
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